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Connectivity is the lifeblood of global business. While other 
providers focus on keeping up, Expereo is ready to accelerate 
you into your digital future at astonishing speed.

Our unrivalled experience, built over almost 20 years, means we understand 

the internet better than anyone else. Our intuitive, AI-driven platform provides 

a dynamic, internet-centric architecture that connects your universe of people, 

places, and cloud securely, reliably and quickly, everywhere. 

Consolidated connectivity for total control 

We know managing a global internet network is hard. That’s why we give the 

scalable application and performance you need, with increased agility built in to 

enable you to move faster.

The enterprise IP connectivity partner of choice 

Expereo goes further for the enterprise. We cover all international and hard to 

serve markets and have provided over 40,000 WAN solutions for the global Fortune 

500. With 5 global Customer Support Centers, experts fluent in over 40 languages, 

and smart hands on-call in 190 countries, no other provider comes close.

The future is boundless

Welcome to the intelligent internet
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expereoOne is our intuitive customer experience layer that gives you 

total visibility and control of your entire global network estate through  

a single pane of glass. No more disjointed, inefficient views. You can  

see the underlay, overlay and performance right down to site level.

It provides ultimate network visibility with a view across all services 

provided via one platform: Expereo Internet, Expereo SD WAN and 

Expereo Enhanced Internet. All complemented by service status, 

invoicing, performance statistics. It’s everything you need in one  

place – to accelerate you into the future and keep you there. 

Complete visibility 
and control through 
a single pane of glass
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Global internet connectivity is our business. We’ve built trusted 
relationships with Internet providers in over 190 countries. 
And we can provide all the connectivity that enterprises need, 
including DIA and Broadband, Fixed Wireless Access (4G/5G), 
and Satellite. All with a single experience, SLA and global 
support model.

Realize your future 
with Expereo’s 
unrivalled global 
connectivity solutions
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Expereo Global Internet

Fast, secure global connectivity wherever you need it

Expereo deliver secure global connectivity, everywhere.  

Designing, delivering and running enterprise grade global internet  

WAN with the added flexibility, control and visibility you don’t get  

with legacy infrastructures. 

Gain single invoice and real-time cost control over all global services, 

and complete visibility of network performance from a single pane of 

glass through expereoOne.

Expereo Fixed Wireless Access

Continuity and speed to move faster

Expereo Fixed Wireless Access provides scalable, resilient connectivity 

wherever you need it, from a single provider. 

Our all-in-one managed LTE/4G/5G broadband is the perfect alternative 

to a fixed line and its flexible data bundles enable cost-effective data 

sharing for lower cost and higher resilience.

Many enterprises rely on Fixed Wireless Access as a backup or failover 

service, using it for rapid deployment as a transitory solution until fixed 

access can be delivered. 

Welcome to the intelligent internet
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Expereo SD-WAN

Cloud transformation for faster business growth

Reliable and predictable global application performance is the bedrock 

of any Cloud First/SaaS strategy – and any SD-WAN network is only as 

good as the network it runs over.

Expereo SD-WAN is our managed overlay service for global enterprises. 

By combining it with Expereo Internet we enable enterprise customers 

to meet business objectives fast with a single supplier.

Providing complete, secure visibility of your entire network estate right 

down to performance stats at site level.

Enhanced Internet

Put your cloud investments to faster work, everywhere

Expereo Enhanced Internet is the cloud application performance and user 

experience accelerating enterprises into the future around the world. 

Currently available in 21 countries from 30 Expereo Hubs, our Enhanced Internet  

is powered by Expereo’s unique AI proprietary technology and provided though  

our market unique internet routing optimization (BGP) engine.

Designed to constantly find and update your traffic to the best route in real-

time, it means no more slow uploads or process delays. And it delivers improved 

performance, increased stability, guaranteed reliability, and faster-moving business.

Welcome to the intelligent internet
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We have the experience to prioritize your needs
Only Expereo has the relationships built over almost 20 years that enables us 
to design the solution for your business. We know the partners, the technology, 
the regulations and the pricing in countries where you need to be. We’re way 
ahead of the competition and deliver a seamless customer experience.

We design for you, not for us
When we design your global network, we only select providers on their ability to 
meet your specific requirements. Our phased approach includes proof of concept 
(POC) and test deployments so we can identify potential risks, to ensure no 
business disruption and a smooth, flawless transition to our solutions.

We help you operate seamlessly, everywhere
Expereo’s team design, plan and deliver your projects worldwide and on time. 
With powerful local partnerships, your team can optimize operations and perform 
seamlessly on your sites as if your own dedicated team were present.

As your dedicated digital connectivity partner, we’re with you 
today, tomorrow and beyond. Whatever the size and scale 
of your transformation, our experts listen to your needs, 
collaborate on designing the right solution, and seamlessly 
transition you to your digital future. Then we stay by your side 
with local support, everywhere you need it.

Why choose Expereo 
for faster, intelligent 
connectivity?

We provide 24/7 care and support
Expereo’s comprehensive network monitoring service provides proactive  
round-the-clock vigilance. Regardless of location, our global support team will 
minimize downtime and ensure uninterrupted business operations by quickly 
identifying and resolving potential disruptions.

The intelligent internet
Trust Expereo to put the intelligence in your internet. Everything we do makes 
the complex simple. Our unique relationships with global internet providers 
mean faster quoting, ordering, and support on the ground in your time zone and 
language. expereoOne gives you total visibility and control of your entire network, 
overlay and underlay down to site level. And our AI enabled Enhanced Internet 
solution provides real-time dynamic routing for the reliable, predictable network 
your business needs, everywhere.

Welcome to the intelligent internet
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expereo.com

Take your network to the future with Expereo’s 
world-leading IP connectivity solutions


